


“Why do we call issues of illness, 
health issues?” 

“Why do we call a service that 
serves illness, a health service?” 

“You intuitively know when 
someone else is responding 
intuitively. There is no other way of 
knowing” 

“Gravity is my ability to be 
grounded” 

“I am scared witless when my 
irrational fears override my wise 
intuitive senses or wits” 



“A Discernment has two options, 
what is better & what is best, for 
myself” 

“A Judgment discerns what is right 
& what is wrong” 

“The nature of creation allows me 
to create my own nature, naturally!” 

“My Super-conscious Self is: Aware, 
Intuitive, Imaginative, Inventive, 
Innovative & Insatiable” 
 
“When Science is based on a false 
premise, it rationalises with 
negative beliefs called fears” 



“Fear based logic is unemotional, 
irrational, insensitive & 
unreasonable” 

“An unreasonable rationale causes 
fear & panic” 

“Feeling Good is my Self Approval” 

“Effortlessly Flowing is my Soul's 
Allowance” 

“My Approval Allows my 
Acceptance” 
 
“Doing a job is a chore” 



“My disapproval disallows my 
Provision” 

“Provision is forward vision: I look 
forward to my provision being 
provided” 

“Provision reveals my path and my 
path reveals my provisions” 

“Health is a choice that I choose 
when I make healthy choices” 
 
“Illness is a choice that I choose 
when I make unhealthy choices” 



“Poverty is a choice that I choose 
when I make poor choices” 

“Abundance is a choice that I 
choose when I choose enough” 

“Ignorance is a choice that I choose 
when I deny my own intuitive 
wisdom” 

“Wisdom is a choice that I make 
when I choose intuitively” 
 
“My Soul gives me neither false 
premises nor false promises” 



“The origin of thought is the 
Originator” 

“The Source of Thought is an 
Original Thinker” 

“An original thinker is the Source of 
Thought” 

“Logic is a word with a definite 
meaning” 

“Words define thoughts, emotions, 
actions & experiences” 

“Logic is mental, emotional, 
physical & spiritual” 



“Kindness motivates others. 
Kindliness empowers my Self” 

“Kindliness kindles inspiration” 

“I am inspired when empowered 
with kindliness” 

“Kindness is how I treat others. 
Kindliness is how I treat my Self” 

“I kindle myself with gentleness & 
good grace” 

“The way banks issue money as 
credit is magic, or is it a trick?” 



“The trick is the illusion that debt is 
credit, interest is interesting and 
appreciation is what we give the 
bank when our debt appreciates” 

“When I do not share your belief, I 
may find it divisive or I can choose 
to just see it as your truth and not 
mine” 

“Big Brother is my Super-conscious 
Soul. I am always under 
surveillance” 



“Cancer, heart disease & dementia 
are all the effect of a suppressed 
health system” 

“A healthy immune system is the 
only immunity to illness” 

“The body’s health system is 
immune to infection” 

“The body’s immune system is 
disaffected by ill health” 

“The only immunity to infection is 
to not be affected” 



“An unhealthy body is the effect of 
an unhealthy belief system” 

“When everyone in a society knows 
that they will always have enough 
money, the Law of Attraction will 
provide the finance service and 
deliver it with a wealth of 
abundance” 

“When everyone in a society knows 
that everything they need to know 
is instantly intuitively available to 
them, the Law of Attraction will 
provide their education service with 
great wisdom” 



“Poverty requires charity to relieve 
it” 

“When everyone in a society knows 
that their health is naturally innate, 
the Law of Attraction will provide 
the well-being of a health service” 

“When everyone in a society has 
personal standards that align with 
their personal boundaries, the Law 
of Attraction will provide a truly just 
justice system” 



“I allow the Law of Attraction to 
provide good health, abundant 
wealth, certain wisdom and fair 
justice; as the providence of my 
provision for my Self” 

“In return, I offer gratitude & 
appreciation for my contentment, 
my fulfilment & my joy” 

“We define a word with other 
words. One other word is a simile, 
not a definition” 

“Appreciation is defined as: The 
perception of a valued perspective 
of growth” 



“Perspective, perception, value & 
growth are all similes of 
appreciation” 

“An Economy based on luxury or 
poverty, inflation or recession, has 
no Abundance” 

“An Economic System is based on 
scarcity, so there is never enough of 
anything” 



“The Law of Attraction provides in 
accordance with our belief system. 
A scarcity belief system, attracts too 
little, an elite belief system attracts 
more than enough and an 
abundant belief system attracts 
abundance for everyone who has 
faith in the system” 

“Luxury requires hope to maintain 
it” 

“Abundance requires faith to 
provide it” 

“The new monetary system won’t 
have money” 



“Suppressing the symptoms of a 
virus, compromises the immune 
system” 

“Naturally detoxifying the body is 
the only immunity to ill health” 

“A little dis-ease is not a disease” 

“When I suppress my body’s ability 
to detoxify naturally, I suppress my 
immunity to ill health” 

“The body’s natural immunity to a 
toxic world is good health” 



“A healthy body is maintained with 
a healthy mind, expressing healthy 
emotions” 

“Inflating the economy with money 
causes inflation and creates profit 
for investment bankers” 

“Plenty is enough of one thing” 



“I previously believed that inflation 
was caused by money making 
businesses that produced nothing 
and served no intrinsic purpose. I 
now believe that  financial 
businesses believe that causing 
inflation is essential to making 
profit” 

“Alive describes the nature of the 
world. The world is natural & alive. 
Nature can be man-made, artificial 
or natural. Neither man-made nor 
artificial are alive” 



“Being Healthy, I do not need an 
Illness Service” 

“Being Wealthy, I do not need a 
Debt Service” 

“Being Wise, I do not need an 
Education Programme Service” 

“Being Accepting, I do not need a 
Revenge & Compensation Service” 

“Being Content with an abundance 
of enough, I do not need my 
economy to be serviced” 



“Abundance is enough of 
everything” 

“Abundance allows contentment” 

“Plenty is more than enough for 
now but not enough for the future” 

“Providence provides enough in 
abundance” 

“Providence provides plenty of 
nothing” 

“Consciousness is the mental 
thought of a self-organising entity” 



“Mind is the conscious thinker in a 
self-organising entity” 

“Thought is how the mind of a 
conscious entity organises its Self” 

“A Cell has consciousness. It is a 
self-organising entity. A virus is not 
self-organising” 
 
“A virus is a mental thought 
particle, without its own 
consciousness” 

“Two versions of everything causes 
a dilemma” 



“A conscious mind has a choice of 
thought as to its definition of a 
virus” 

“It is the mental perspective of a 
thought of a conscious mind that 
gives a virus a definite meaning & 
purpose” 

“A virus, like a bacteria, is as 
beneficial or detrimental as our 
individual mental conscious 
thought believes it to be” 

“Through me is a balanced 
gender” 



“The mechanics of how the 
Universe works assumes the 
Universe is a mechanical 
mechanism” 

“One version of everything doesn’t 
work” 

“Three choices of everything allows 
a best choice of reality” 

“To me is a negative polarity” 

“By me is a positive polarity” 

“Through me is a neutral polarity” 



“As me has no polarity” 

“To me is a female gender” 

“By me is a male gender” 

“As me has no gender” 

“To me is a low intensity” 

“By me is a high intensity” 

“Through me is a moderate 
intensity” 

“Getting healthy is intuitive” 



“Feeling healthy is intuitive” 

“Being healthy is intuitive” 

“Being wealthy is intuitive” 

“Being wise is intuitive” 

“I am aware of a subject in my 
imagination before I creatively paint 
it” 

“As me has no intensity” 

“I am conscious of the objective 
picture that I have created once I 
have painted it” 



“Medical science sees auto-
immune as a disease not a natural 
detox system” 

“Automatic Immunity is an 
anathema to science” 

“When intuition is believed to be 
an intelligent guess, it is intellectual 
reasoning without either enough 
intelligence or any intuition” 

“Pride stands up, stands tall, stands 
out, stands proud” 



“Humility lays down, keeps the 
head down, follows the herd, 
follows the stays quo” 

“Modesty sits still and peacefully 
observes, which is the best way” 

“An explanation of spiritual 
practices is not an explanation of 
spirituality” 

“Spirituality is not a practice but an 
experience of reality” 



“I don’t practice meditation, 
gratitude, awareness, intuition, 
appreciation, modesty, wellbeing, 
happiness, effortless flow, presence, 
peace or integrity, I experience 
them as my reality” 

“When I practice spirituality, I am 
trying to do it instead of just being 
spiritual” 

“Spirituality is the art of really being 
spiritual, being really spiritual & 
spiritually being real” 

“When I am now here, I am 
nowhere” 



“The people who are trying to 
solve the problems in the world are 
the very same people who are 
causing them” 

“Spirituality is an expression of who 
I am being, not what I am 
practicing” 

“I am a spiritual being. I don’t have 
to practice it, I just be it” 

“When I meditate, I am being 
present, connected & guided” 

“Presence is guided, connected & 
supported” 



“A Present presents enough, 
abundance & contentment in the 
present moment” 

“When I am not here, there is no 
there” 

“Abundance is the mental 
contentment of enough being 
present in time, the physical 
present of enough material content 
& the emotional presence of feeling 
content being enough” 

“My job is to help others to learn 
their lessons, not teach them their 
lessons”  



“We each have equal yet different 
opportunities in life. Some see their 
opportunities in life, most see only 
their problems in life” 

“I see a problem and intellectually 
see the reason why I have a 
problem” 

“I see an opportunity and intuitively 
take it” 

“Those who intuitively take their 
opportunities see themselves as 
equal. Those who see only 
problems see their self as relatively 
unequal to others” 



“Those who see their self as better 
than others, blame others for their 
problems” 

“The Integrity of Truth has 
transparent honesty, accountable 
sincerity & wise credibility” 

“Those who have more than 
enough believe that those who 
have less than enough bring them 
into natural balance” 

“The Experience of Inner Peace is 
physical, mental & emotional” 



“Those who have more than 
enough believe that giving more to 
those with less than enough will 
result in their having less than 
enough” 

“A Calm Mind with Balanced 
Emotions allows physical 
experience of Harmony with Inner 
Peace” 

“Without inner peace, I cannot hear 
my messages of inner guidance & 
support” 



“The point of inflection is also the 
point of dielectric inertia, which 
allows a choice of duality” 

“There is only one Universal Force, 
it is called Attraction” 

“There is only one Universal 
Source, It is called the Aether” 

“The magnitude of the Aether is 
Infinite” 

“The Aether is Non-attractive, it has 
no force” 



“The force that makes magnitude 
attractive is Thought” 

“The subjective potential power 
that allows thought to be creative is 
called Love” 

“Emotion is the objective power of 
love, experienced” 

“Aether is the potential, Love is the 
magnitude, Light is the force” 

“Aether is inert life potential 
waiting to be actively realised as an 
emotional experience” 



“The plane of inertia is infinitely 
plain & inert” 

“The quantum void is void of 
quanta” 

“The Quantum Vacuum is not 
empty” 

“A hole is not empty, it is a whole 
space, not an empty space” 

“The only way to realise potential is 
by creating it as real” 

“Vitality of life is alert, awake, 
aware” 



“Thought is the input of the 
Conscious Mind & Consciousness is 
the output” 

“Thought is the output of a Super-
conscious mind” 

“Thinking is a process of the sub-
conscious mind, with thought as the 
output” 

“The sub-conscious under-minds 
the Soul” 

“When life happens to me, I have a 
choice of gender” 



“When life happens by me, I have a 
choice of polarity” 

“When life happens through me, I 
have a choice of  intensity” 

“When life happens as me, I have a 
choice of potential” 

“With a neutral gender, I am 
Anchored” 

“With a neutral polarity, I am 
Earthed” 

“With a neutral intensity, I am 
Grounded” 



“Proving a theoretical reality is 
satisfying. Approving a defining 
reality is fulfilling” 

“Spirituality is not a theory, it is a 
practice” 

“Expansive Spiritual Growth 
requires physical development, 
emotional empowerment & mental 
enlightenment” 

“Mental Health is unique to each 
exclusive Individual” 

“Mental ill health is inclusively & 
divisively shared communally” 



“An optimal model is a model of 
optimism” 

“Supreme is supra-conscious me” 

“The Epitome of Perfection is an 
optimum, ideal model” 

“The Zenith of Beauty is the virtue 
of pure attraction” 

“Effortless Flow is gentle, graceful 
& good” 

“Easier Said Than Done is the belief 
that we have to do something to 
have, not be something to have” 



“Medicine is the treatment of the 
physical effects of mental causes & 
emotional consequences” 

“Creative Writing uses the creative 
Words of creative Thought” 

“Thought, Word & Deed are the 
essence of Creative Writing” 

“Aesthetic Sensation is a sense of 
aesthesia” 

“Sensual touch, sensitive feelings, 
sensational perceptions” 



“The Inspiration of choice has 
power, authority & ability” 

“Time is the force or frequency of 
compression & expansion” 

“Space is the magnitude or 
wavelength of compression & 
expansion” 

“Desire is a force: Passion is a 
magnitude” 

“An energy spiral is creatively 
inspired with creative inspiration” 



“Soul is a creative mind of 
imaginative thought” 

“Self is a conscious mind of 
thoughtful experience” 

“Soul-Self is a consciously creative 
mind experiencing imaginative 
thought” 

“The Activation of activity requires 
capacity, competence & capability” 

“There is benefit in certainty, not in 
doubt” 



“Actively activating the active 
activation that is activity in action is 
a proverb with an adverb, a verb, a 
definite article, an adjective, a 
noun, a pronoun” 

“Actively activating is a physical 
act, the active activation is a mental 
activity and activity in action is an 
emotional action” 

“The activation of activity is the 
conscious mental attainment of the 
awareness of an emotional 
attribute” 



“A Dramatist re-activates the 
experience of traumatic mental 
dramas” 

“An activist reacts to dramatic 
emotional trauma” 

“An Actor re-enacts traumatic 
emotional drama” 

“Temperature is Water balance/
Mental” 

“Balance is Earth/Physical balance” 

“Emotional balance is Air” 



“Spiritual Balance is fire” 

“The beliefs that intellect is 
intelligent and intelligence is 
intellectual are both counter-
intuitive” 

“An intellectually intelligent idiot is 
devoid of intuition” 

“Neither intelligence nor intellect is 
a sense, so neither is a common 
sense” 

“Common sense dictates that 
neither intelligence nor intellect is a 
sense” 



“Intellect is the intelligent 
application of knowledge” 

“Intelligence is the intellectual 
application of knowledge” 

“The Sun radiates, the Earth 
convects and the Body conducts” 

“Give your life the benefit of 
intuitive certainty, not doubtful 
reasoning” 

“Everyone is equally biased in 
favour of their own customs & 
beliefs” 



“Attracting people who are 
prejudiced is a reminder for me to 
look at how biased I am in my own 
life”  

“The way to overcome prejudice is 
to find my own bias unacceptable 
by adopting equality as my own 
personal standard” 

“A Transcendent Life transcends 
the duality of life, not life itself” 

“Actualising actual reality as the 
actualisation of actuality requires 
attributes, attainments & qualities” 



“The mental attainment of 
emotional attributes allows a 
quality physical experience” 

“The wise old owl hunts at night 
because that is when wisdom is 
clearly intuitively present” 

“The synchronicity of co-incidence 
is the correlation of concurrent co-
existence of fortuitous chance of 
destiny” 

“A job is what I do” 

“Work is what works for me” 



“Doing a job doesn’t work for me” 

“Work is not a job that I do” 

“Whatever works for me, is fulfilling 
me with joyful content” 

“Time is the 2nd dimension of 
space-time-reality and the 2nd 
dimension of the speed, time & 
distance of all energetic matter in 
motion” 

“When sheep & cows urinate & 
defecate on the grass, it fertilises it, 
but when humans, cats & dogs piss 
on the grass it dies” 



“A gentle Man without grace is not 
good” 

“A ‘smart arse’ has their head firmly 
stuck up their anus” 

“A Racist only ever sees their self as 
a victim of racism, never as the 
perpetrator of racism” 

“Racial prejudice happens to me” 

“Racial bias happens by me” 

“Racial equality happens through 
me” 



“Global unity happens as me” 

“A virus stops being viral when it is 
no longer feared” 

“Every fear is a virus that causes 
chaos & confusion” 

“When fear goes viral, a pandemic 
ensues” 

“Population is controlled by birth 
control & death control” 

“Calling the dominant world elite 
the illuminati, is not very 
enlightened” 



“Dominant Globalists are not racist, 
they are elitist” 

“Chance is an opportunity, unless I 
see a risk of a challenging 
problem” 

“Every opportunity is a chance for 
growth and every problem is a risk 
of failure” 

“Things go wrong when I take a 
risk. Things go well when I see a 
chance as an opportunity” 

“When I see an opportunity as a 
challenge, there is a risk of failure” 



“I can only create to the level of my 
potential” 

“I am only potent to the level of my 
creative ability” 

“A strong personality is very 
emotionally needy” 

“A strong character is convicted by 
their mental  beliefs” 

“A strong identity enables a 
powerful authority of choice” 

“When I identify with my Creator, I 
become Creative” 



“An elite mentality requires 
supreme emotional intelligence” 

“An unawakened Soul is sub-
consciously creating their reality” 

“An awakened Soul is consciously 
creating their own reality” 

“I achieve an objective, I attain an 
attribute, I fulfil my vision” 

“Faith allows life to happen through 
me” 

“Certainty only exists in the 
Absolute” 



“An awareness of physical senses is 
intellectual. I am intellectually 
conscious of the physical world” 

“A conscious sense of awareness is 
intuitive. I am intuitively aware of 
my spiritual consciousness” 

“Charity keeps the recipient in to 
me mode” 

“Hope keeps the hoper in by me 
mode” 

“The Absolute is an experience of 
that which is absolutely certain” 



“Consciousness allows me to see 
what is ongoing, Awareness allows 
me to see what is going on” 

“God creates everything from 
nothing in the same way Banks 
create money from nothing” 

“A subjective perspective of money 
is called credit, an objective 
perspective of money is called 
debt” 

“The subjective view of money is 
the credit to buy goods & services” 



“The objective view of money is the 
income of interest from debt” 

“When debt is the subject of my 
interest, I am poor” 

“When debt is the object of my 
interest, I am rich” 

“With credit, I borrow your services 
to me” 

“With debt, I own your service to 
me” 

“What I own with my credit & your 
debt is my choice” 



“What I owe with my debt is my 
duty” 

“What I own with your debt is your 
choice” 

“Being against all forms of 
aggression is a form of aggression” 

“The vibration of a tora is relative 
to the flow of the  hyperbole” 

“The hyperbola from a hyperbole 
forms a torus” 

“My Actual Self is my Real, True, 
Authentic Self” 



“I ask my sub-conscious id: Is it 
really true?” 

“I ask my conscious ego: Is it truly 
real?” 

“I ask my super-conscious Soul: Am 
I really, truly authentic?” 

“I ask my supra-conscious Creator: 
Am I actually, really, truly 
authentic?” 

“The belief that fear keeps us safe 
is a fear that puts us at risk” 



“The 4 Aspects of Self are 4 
Perspectives of Thought, about 4 
levels of Consciousness, regarding 
4 states of Mind” 

“Face the facts and decide whether 
they are true for you” 

“Other people’s facts determine 
other people’s experience of 
reality” 

“Being social, political, economical 
& cultural are mental perspectives, 
not emotional states of being” 



“Compassion is neither soft nor 
hard, it is gently sharing” 

“Team leadership is about the 
team, not the leader” 

“Philosophical ontology has 
become a perspective of: social, 
political, economic, & cultural, 
mental psychology that is devoid of 
emotional intelligence” 

“The ontological study of the 
power of emotional states of being 
requires the intuitive wisdom of the 
wealth of spiritual love” 



“A mental perspective is what I 
have not who I am being” 

“A fact is real when I believe it to 
be true” 

“Following another’s truth means 
sharing another’s reality” 

“The id chooses what is real, the 
ego chooses what is true, the soul 
chooses what is authentic, the 
entity chooses what is actual” 

“My authentic self is super-
conscious, my actual self is supra 
conscious” 



“My real self is sub-conscious, my 
true self is conscious” 

“There is always someone willing to 
fix your life for you - their way” 

“The principle use of money is the 
purchase of comfort & security from 
other people” 

“The principle use of money by 
those who have the luxury of the 
comfort & security of plenty of 
money is the pleasure of gambling” 



“I can describe a false perspective 
of who I am or I can express the 
truth of my emotional essence 
through my state of being” 

“Beingness is the emotional state 
of my Heart, not the mental 
perspective of my Mind” 

“Global unity is achieved either 
through love or fear” 

“Currently, fear is a greater unifying 
force than love” 



“There are more people in the 
world who believe that they are the 
'chosen ones' than there are people 
in the world that know they are the 
'ones who are at choice’” 

“The Soul Actualises it’s Truth, the 
Self Realises what is true & untrue” 

“Racism is not the issue: Being a 
victim of racism is an issue” 

“Judgment is not an issue: Being 
the victim of a judgment is an 
issue” 



“Choice is not an issue: Being the 
victim of other people’s choices is 
an issue” 

“Doctors believe that illness 
happens to you and they need to 
do something to you, by them, to 
relieve it” 

“When we try to relieve illness, we 
relive it and when we try to cure 
illness, we preserve it” 

“Prejudice is not an issue: Being a 
victim of prejudice is” 



“Natural Detoxification & Waste 
Removal happens autonomically 
through me, not to me or by me” 

“Science looks at where & what I 
have come from: Spirituality looks 
at where I am going to & who I am 
going to become” 

“My Soul has great interest in the 
personal standards of its Self” 

“Setting beliefs relative to 
standards of behaviour is ideal. An 
ideal behaviour supports an ideal 
belief” 



“Setting behaviour relative to 
beliefs can be limiting & restrictive. 
Ideals do not always support best 
behaviour” 

“It is a standard that is ideal and a 
belief that is ideal, not a behaviour” 

“Behaviour is objective and relative 
to a subjective perspective” 

“A standard of behaviour is who I 
am being whilst doing whatever I 
am doing” 

“An ideal standard requires a 
quality attributable attainment” 



“I can be ideal, I cannot do or have 
ideal” 

“Having an ideal is a convicted 
belief” 

“A convicted belief is an extremely 
limited idea” 

“The foundation of morality is 
religion, and the self-interest of 
religious leaders, not egoism” 

“I am empowered by self-interest, 
neither motivated by selfishness nor 
unselfishness” 



“My Self is important, but no more 
so than any other Self” 

“I do not deny my self-belief, I 
challenge it, change it and expand 
it” 

“Ideally, an ideal standard 
adjectively describes my chosen 
behaviour” 

“Artificial Intelligence is Intellect 
without Intuition” 

“The ultimate intellect is devoid of 
emotional intelligence” 



“Artificial Intelligence is virtually 
real but not actually real” 

“Actual Intelligence has wisdom: 
Virtual Intelligence has knowledge” 

“Wisdom is naturally intuitive” 

“Knowledge is intellectually 
artificial” 

“Intelligence is experiential, not 
natural” 

“Intuition is natural, not 
experiential” 



“Light is the frequency range of a 
vibrating Aether” 

“Love is the range of wavelengths 
of a vibrating Aether” 

“Aether is the potential energy of 
the Creative Mind of Conscious 
Thought” 

“Conscious Uncoupling requires 
the sensitive detachment of an 
inter-development perspective of 
relationships” 



“Every ego has an ‘ism’. Every Self 
has a belief system” 

“Scientists conspire to agree a 
theory as to the one truth of reality. 
All of science is therefore a 
conspiracy theory” 

“Reality is relative to perspective” 

“Truth is relative to Destiny” 

“Singularity is actual, not real” 

“Duality is real not actual” 



“Triality is a truth about what is 
actually real” 

“A Spiritual Emergence doesn’t 
have to be a spiritual emergency” 

“You cannot maintain the health of 
a sick person” 

“I cannot heal other people, I can 
only heal myself” 

“When we plan for a worst case 
scenario, we create the possibility 
of it occurring” 



“The problem with speaking your 
truth is that it may be a problem 
belief” 

“A problem belief is any belief that 
causes the believer to experience a 
problem” 

“Persistent Non-Symbolic 
Experiences are the effect of a 
conscious journey into the 
singularity of Oneness” 

“Every ego has an ‘ism’. Every Self 
has a belief system” 



“Continuously Symbolic Growth 
Experiences are how the Soul 
expansively grows through the 
grounded activity of its Self, in 
physical reality” 

“Duality allows contrast, which 
gives shade & texture, which allows 
darkness & density, which causes 
chaos & entropy” 

“Love is not rational, it is 
emotional” 

“Success is a perspective, not an 
attainment” 



“I can change a perspective but I 
never lose an attainment” 

“Happiness is an attainment, not a 
perspective” 

“With happiness, I have no need to 
change my perspective” 

“Successfully attaining happiness is 
a great perspective” 

“Very few people speak their truth, 
most speak about their experience 
of reality” 



“Very few people know their truth, 
they only know their experience of 
reality” 

“Very few people experience their 
truth, they experience what they 
believe to be true” 

“Very few people have a 
perspective of reality that is their 
truth” 

“What I believe to be true becomes 
my experience of reality” 



“Most people believe what they 
believe to be true is their truth, 
even though it is a false perspective 
of their perceived reality” 

“Most people believe their 
experience of reality to be their 
truth, yet they don't truly believe 
that they are really causing their 
experience” 

“Being at One with my Soul/Self 
requires my Self to define who my 
Soul actually is” 



“Mind is the medium though which 
the Soul comes to know it’s Self 
mentally” 

“Heart is the medium through 
which the Soul feels it’s Self 
emotionally” 

“Body is the medium through 
which the Soul sees its Self 
existentially & experientially” 

“In reality, we do not die from any 
disease, we die from the inability to 
heal our disease” 



“COVID-19 is a viral belief that an 
influenza corona virus can kill me” 

“COVID-19 is a pandemic of fear 
caused by toxic viral thinking” 

“In reality, COVID-19 kills people 
with a chronically suppressed 
immune system” 

“In actuality, medicating illness, 
suppresses the immune system, by 
turning an acute illness chronic” 

“In truth, I become ill by not taking 
responsibility for healing my Self” 



“Only healthy beliefs allow a 
healthy experience of life” 

“Toxic beliefs cause a toxic 
experience of life” 

“Being Well requires healthy beliefs 
expressing healthy emotions as a 
healthy experience” 

“The sub-conscious mind, unlike 
the physical body,  has no capacity 
for self-healing” 

“Only the conscious mind has the 
capacity for self-healing” 



“I consciously heal the mind of my 
toxic beliefs” 

“Coaching is not a healing 
modality, it only works with a 
healthy perspective”  

“When an appointment is not 
destined, my fate is to be 
disappointed” 

“Disappointment is the fate of my 
missed fortune” 

“An appointment with destiny is my 
fortune” 



“A face mask masks my ability to 
face my fears” 

“The speed of light may appear to 
be constant but the Frequency of 
Light is a wide ranging spectrum” 

“The frequency of Light is relative 
to the wavelength of its vibration” 

“At the point of inertia, frequency is 
infinite” 

“Infinite frequency is inert 
potential” 



“As the magnitude of wavelength 
increases, within  a hyperbolic 
vortex, the frequency decreases 
proportionately” 

“The slower the frequency of an 
energy vibration the greater the 
magnitude of its physical density” 

“Because attraction is relative to 
spiritual magnitude or density, it 
appears to be relative to specific 
gravity” 

“If I actually was who I think I am, I 
couldn’t change my mind” 



“I can change my mind but I cannot 
change my brain” 

“Paradoxically, I am who I think I am 
and I am not who I think I am” 

“Once I know who I really am, there 
is no need to change my mind” 

”I change my mind when I shift the 
perspective of my perception” 

“Whether my direction comes from 
a sub-conscious or a super-
conscious perspective is a matter of 
personal perception” 



“It is possible to live a long & 
healthy life and never need a 
Doctor” 

“It is probable that never needing a 
Doctor allows me to live a long & 
healthy life” 

“Only I can decide that I never 
need a Doctor” 

“The current paradigm is that we 
get sick and need a Doctor” 

“The new paradigm is to take 
responsibility for our own good 
health” 



“How to not follow the rules 
without breaking the rules requires 
an understanding of the rules” 

“Fight or Flight is never a response, 
they are both instinctive reactions” 

“Pure Evil is an oxymoron” 

“Magnitudes gravitate to an inertial 
point source of zero force, not each 
other” 

“Gravity is the balance between 
force & magnitude” 



“Gravity is attraction, which by 
Universal Law continuously works to 
bring everything into balance” 

“A Uni-Verse has only one version 
of the Law, which is Attraction” 

“Gravity is a universal balancing 
act, which in physical reality can be 
very grounding and bring us down 
to Earth with a bump” 

“With charity, tomorrow will not be 
as bad as today” 

“With Hope, tomorrow will be a 
good day” 



“With Faith, tomorrow will be 
another good day” 

“Uncertainty has no spiritual logic” 

“Uncertainty is a perception of 
human perspective” 

“Certainty & Uncertainty are a 
relative experience of being lost, 
confused & frustrated; without 
clarity, direction or presence” 

“With clarity, direction & presence, 
there is no uncertainty” 

“Absolute Certainty requires Faith” 



“From the perspective of past 
experience, nothing is absolutely 
certain” 

“I have no faith in the reasoning of 
my intellect” 

“Faith in humanity is always 
misplaced as not everyone can be 
trusted to be humane” 

“There is one Golden Rule: Be unto 
others as you choose others to be 
unto you” 



“There is one Golden Boundary: I 
Accept the path of all others as 
their path and I allow them to 
choose the boundaries of their own 
behaviour” 

“My Golden Standard: I follow my 
own path of True Value being true 
to my Self, in alignment with my 
vision, mission & purpose” 

“I approve my golden boundary 
with sensitive detachment” 

“The direction with which I perceive 
my perspective is my point of view” 



“I accept my golden standard with 
exclusive connection” 

“I allow my golden rule with 
rational emotion” 

“Life happens to me in an 
unacceptable way when I disallow 
what I disapprove of as being 
unacceptable behaviour for me” 

“Money may have an influence on 
emotional health, but it can't buy 
wealth” 



“Life happens by me in a beneficial 
way when I learn to gently accept 
with graceful approval, my good 
allowance with the effortless flow of 
allowing goodness” 

“I am never the victim of a social 
network but I can be the victim of 
what I post on a social network” 

“Mental Health is called Wisdom” 

“There is no wisdom in trying to 
cure mental illness” 



“Emotional Health is called Wealth” 

“Energetic attraction is the 
mechanism through which every 
creative creation creates its own 
experience of reality” 

“Not every mechanism is 
mechanical” 

“There is only one cosmic mechanic 
- attraction” 

“If Creative Thought is Creative, 
God is a creative thought and my 
creative imagination defines God” 



“The answer to how do you 
intuitively feel ranges from 
dreadfully depressed to 
magnificently alive” 

“To experience being Well, I 
express my Happiness” 

“To experience being Happy, I 
express my Well-being” 

“My answer to how do I feel is: 
Intuitively” 


